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\BSTRACT This paper attempts to analyze the industrial characteristics of the
--;ormation industries by means of the input-output model. By comparing, we highlightthe
'-rction of information industries in a developing metropolis such as Shanghai and a highly
::reloped metropolis such as Tokyo, and point outthe structural differences between thenr.
:.; impact of the information industries on the socio-economy differs greatly between

::.rnghai and Tokyo.

I. I)iTRODUCTION

Presently the world is undergoing an infonnation revolution with astonishing
,:ced. Understanding the irnpact of the information industry on the socio-economy
, rn itnportant issue. It was Machlup (1962) who first took account of information

.-::r iry as an industry in the U.S. econorny. Porat (1977) carried out an input-
-:put (lO) analysis of U.S. information industries. Subsequently, studies of the
-:-.rmation economy in other developed countries were also carried out, for
:,.:npl€, Canada, Japan, the UK, (Komatuzaki, 1980; Hepworth, 1986; OECD,
It6: Howells, 1987; Coffey and Polese, 1989; Coe, 1990; O'Farrell and

- ::irens. 19901 Coffey and Bailly, 1991;Noyelle and Peace, 1991;Porterfield and
: - rer. 1991;Wood, 1991; Marshall and Wood, 1992; Hansen, 1994; Amirahmadi
.-: \!'allace, 1995; Lakshmanan and Okumura, 1995). All these studies have
:-:r ided substantial evidence of the processes and the trends of the information-

- :nted economy in developed countries, and have shown the impact of
-'-'nnation industries on regional developrnent, as well as features in information-
- -nted production. However, there are very few studies on this phenornenon in

.. . ;1,-'rping countries.
fhis paper attempts to analyze the Shanghai information industries as an

:,-::nple for the case of a developing metropolis by means of input-output (lO)
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methods. We also compare the Shanghai information industries with those
Tokyo. This comparison highlights the difference of function of the infornra:
industries betr.veen Shanghai and Tokyo.

2. THE INFORMATION INDUSTRY AND INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE

The information industries are those that create, produce, dispose-off. te.:--
deliver, and provide knowledge, information, data, and messages. In this sr,-:,
based on Machlup's (1962) and Porat's (191'7) classification, the informa: -

industries are defined as shown in Table L We should add that in Tabi;
although some sectors include obviously non-information industrial actir r: , i

based on the technological assumption of the IO model, industries belong to e::.-:-
the information sector or the non-information sector.

The non-information sectors follow Table L sectors (11) to (18) car:
considered as information-related industries. These sectors produce informa:
equipment and information-related materials that are necessary for informa:
activities.

Table 1. Information Industries

Descriptionlnformation Industries

(l) Research

(2) Education

(3) Broadcasting & Publishing

(5) Banking & Insurance

(6) Public Services

(7) Post and Telecommunicarions

(8) Estate Arbitration

(9) Advertising

Natural Science Research Institutes. Si,: :
Science Research Institutes,
Interdisciplinary Research Institutes.

Universities, Colleges, Technical Schor ,
Middle Schools, Primary Schools.
Kindergartens

Publishing Houses, News Agencies.
Magazine Publishers, Libraries, Cinen:",
Museums, Cultural Centers, Art Galler:.,
Broadcasting Stations

Banks, Credit Cooperatives, Trust
Companies, Insurance Companies

Government Organiszations, Soc ial
Institutions, Legal Services, Public Ani :,
Services.

Postal and Telecommunication Offi ces

Estate Arbitration Houses, Estate
Management Houses

Advertising Agencies, Radio and Teler is. : -
Advertising, Publishing Houses Advenis.: :

( l0) lnformation Services Information Services corporation'
Investigation Corporation
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I I ) Computers (22) Fabrics & Texliles (32) Facilities for Transportation

ll) Household Appliances (23) Wood Products (33) ElectricalAppliances

t-1) Electrical Acoustics (24) Electricity (34) Miscellaneous Industries

.I ) Communication Facilities (25) Petroleum Refining (35) Construction

5 ) Precision Instruments (26) Coke (36) Transportation of Goods

.6 ) Paper Manufacture (27) Chernical Products (37) Trade

. 
- 

) Printing (28) Building Materials (38) Catering

8 t Office Stationery (29) Iron & Steel (39) Transpoftation of Passengers

,9 ) Agriculture (30) Metal Processing (40) Real Estate

lr-))Mining (31) Machine Equipment (41) Public Utilities
lltFoodManufacture

\\'e obtained 1987 IO data for Shanghai from the Shanghai Statistics Bureau,
::e Peoples Republic of China. The estate arbitration, advertising, and information
,:nices sectors are not included in the Shanghai IO statistics because there were

: such sectors at that time in Slianghai. We obtained 1990 lO data for Tokyo
'::m the Statistics Deparlment, Management and Coordination Bureau of the City
,' .'r ernment of Tokyo, Japan.

Shanghai is the largest econonric center in China, and has had a history of
.:ustrialization for a century. Before 1980, the Shanghai economy was part of a

-:rtrally planned economic system; industrial developmettt was directly and

,.:,-',nsly controlled by industrial policy. Before 1950, the Shanghai ecoltomy was

:-:ren by light industries with low technology and productivity. During the 1950s

::.j 1960s, the industrial policy focused on heavy industries. In the 1970s, in order
' redress the unbalanced structure, new investment was spread over light
-:ustries and heavv industries, From the 1980s, the industrial policy began to
. ::ch irnportance to the service industries and the informatiott industries.

ln Tokyo, the information industries developed much earlier. Especially from
'-: later 1960s, the increasing expenditure on R&D and education, the outfitting of
-:-.rmation infrastructure, and the fostering of talented persons, have greatly

:'rrnoted the developrnent of infbrmation industries. Without question, Tokyo is

- -.re advanced in the economic structure, 'uvhich Shanghai is in its early

--.elopnrent stages.

-: ECONOMIC AND PRODUCTIVE STRUCTURE

Economic activity is an input-outpr-rt activity. Irr the IO model, the total outpttt
::..rls the surn of intermediate goods and final goods, the total input equals the

-:t of intermediate input and value added. We calculated the ratios of
-:-:rnrediate input (which consists of information input and non-information input)

--: ralue added (which corrsists of labour cost and profit) of information
- ::stries and non-informatiorr industries to the total input as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. The Economic Structure of Shanghai and Tokyo (Percentage r

Shanghai Tokyo

Information
lndustry

Non-
Information

lndustry

. lnformation'l otal
lndustry

Non-
Information

Industrr

Intermediate
Input

Information
Non-
Infornration

\ialue Added
Labour Cost

Profit & Other
'lotal

1.8

0.1

1.1

3.6

0.8

2.8

5.4

61 .0

2.3

58.7

33.6
7.2

26.4

94.6

62.8

2.4

60.4

8.0

29.2

100.0

l3.s

7.1

6.4

16.8

I 1.0

5.8

30.3

32,5

7.t

25.4

3'7.2

19.3

11 .9

69.7

In Shanghai, the ratio of information products to the total output is onlr : -
percent. arrd in Tokyo it amounts to 30.3 percent. The position of the inforrn:: -

industries in the entire production is clearly different. The average rai=

intennediate input of all the industries for Shanghai is 62.8 percent wherea. '
1'okyo it is only 46.0 percent. The gap is 16.8 percentage points. It shous tha::-:
rate of valLre added in the entire production in the Tokyo industries is higher:::-
that of the Shanghai industries by 16.8 percentage points. With respect to the:---
output in Tokyo, about one third of value added is from the information indus:: 

=

(16.8 percent.54.0 percent). and in Shanghai, only about one tenth ofvalue ai:.:
is fiorn the infonnatiorr indr.rstries (3.6 percent, 37 .2 percent). The rat r -

information input of Shanghai to the total input is only 2.4 percent. and th::
Tokyo is 14.2 percent. In Shanghai, the ratio of information input to:,--
information input is about 1'.25 (2.4 percent, :60.4 percent). In Tokyo, it is ab. -'
| :2.3 (.1 4.2 percent:3 1 .8 percent).

The input content and the input structure are totally different. In Shanghai. ,, -
units of inforrnation inpLrt is bound to follow one unit of non-information ir::--
(2.4 percerrt,60.4 percent), and in 1-okyo,0.45 units of information input is bc--:
to follow one unit of nou-information input (14.2 percent,3l.8 percent). It appe'--
that Tokyo has a significant amoultt of information input in its production. Ther;
a difference of 1 I tirnes (0.45l0.04) in the information input between Shanghai .- -

Toky,o. In Tokvo, high inforrnation input is combined with low non-informat . -

input. Tokyo's non-information input is only 31.8 percent of its total input .-
contrast, Shanghai's non-information input accounts for 60.4 percent in its t..:.
input due to its very low information input. In Shanghai, because of the l:..
information input, the production lacks ner.v knowledge and advanced technolc:.
and so it has a high interrnediate consumption (62.8 percent). In Tokyo, because . -

high information input, the production uses a volume of new knowledge a::
advanced technology. and so overall, it has a low intermediate consumption t16'
percent). Information indLrstries provide an "intermediate function that serves ::
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Table 3. The Productive Structure of Shanghai and Tokyo. (Percentage)

Shanghai Tokyo

Information
Industry

Non-
Information

Industry

lnformation
Industry

Non-
Information Total

lndustry
Total

:.iermed iate
: Put
:nformation
\on-
lnformation

. alue Added
..abour Cost
?r'ofit & Other

- ':al

-12.9

2.4

30.5

67.t
l5. t

5t.9

100.0

64,5

2.4

62.t

35.5
t.o

27.9

r00.0

62.8

2.4

60.4

JI.^L

8.0

29.2

100.0

44.8

23.6

2t.2

55.2

36.2
19.0

r00.0

46.6

10.2

36.4

53.4

21.7
25.7

100.0

46.0

14.2

31 .8

54.0

30.3
23.1

100.0

::tuts into the production of goods or other services. They enhance the efficiency
': operation and the value of outputat various stages of the production process"
Sansen, 1994). Results from Tokyo imply that information and information
.:n ices are "becoming increasingly important inputs to the economy's processes

: production" (Noyelle and Peace, l99l). The production system is characterised
-. hisher tharr average information content. The higher the information input, the
- :hc-r the value added. Information is a strong productive force, "its irnpact is not
:iited to spatial organization of industries as it also attends production methods"
r.niirahmadi and Wallace, 1995), which is confirmed again by the Tokyo

:-rduction mode and structure.
The ratios of intermediate inputs and value added of the information and non-

:,-.rrnation industries to their total inputs respectively, are shown in Table 3. In
'-: .ase of Tokyo, the subdivision of the intermediate input indicates that the irrput
. :.:JtLlre of the inforrnation irrdustry is contrary to that ol the non-information
- i rstr) . Irrformation inpLrt represents the largest share for the information
- lrstr)'. and non-information input for the non-irrformation industry, the different
-:ut stnlcture between information industries and non-inforrnatiotr industries

- :rrlr highlights the "information" feature of information industry. which inputs a
': :l infbrmation, then creates and processes additional information. However, the

:-:nshai information indLrstry differs frorn that of 'l'okyo. For the Shanghai
-:-.rntation industries, only 0.08 Lrnits of inforrnation input are boLrnd to follow
'-: unit of non-information input (2.4 percent, 30.5 percent). For the Tokyo
- : rrntation industries, I . 1 I un its of information input are bound to follow one un it
: r.''n-information input (23.6 percenl,2l.2 percent). So, we see that in the
-:,'rrnation production, corresponding to one unit of non-information input, the
-'-.rnration input of Tokyo is about l4 times larger than that of Shanghai

. I 0.08). Similarly, in non-information production, the information input of
- .)o is 7 tirnes larger than that of Shanghai. That illustrates the different input
'::t.rrBS of each industry in Shanghai and Tokyo. The Tokyo information
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industries have changed the mode of production and have greatly transform<:--,
econonric structure. The inforrnation industries "participate in different *...
strrrctural change" (Marshall and Wood, 1992), and are forming & 7 

=-information-oriented economy, with high productivity, advanced technologr. '- : .
stron g i nformation impact.

With respect to the subdivision of value added, both the information inJ-.-- 
=

and the non-inforrnation industries in Shanghai have a high profit rate be.:-,.
the very small share of labour cost. In Tokyo, the labour cost for eiri.- ,'",

information industries or the non-inforrnation industries is very large. This t::--*:
is the same as that in other developed countries or regions, for example. ti:.
informationirrdustrieshavealargelaborcostcomponent(Hansen.
Pofterfield and Pulver, 1991). Their profits are gained by low intermediare -:;
The structure of value added for the Shanghai industries and the Tokyo ini,,---.
is quite dilferent.

ln summary, the intermediate input structure and the value added Srr,-t--:
show that, between Shanghai and Tokyo, the composition of production 3rB ir;:'
ciifferent. Depending on information and information activities, the i .

ecor.lomy has a low interrnediate consumption and a high value addec -, ,

Because of lorv information input, the Shanghai economy has a high interm=: .-.
consumption. and a low value added rate.

4. PROPOSITIONS

Such differences in economic structure and productive structure exist berr,.::- -

developing metropolis such as Shanghai and a highly developed metropolis sr.r. - :'Iokyo. That attributes to some internal causes, namely, the differen,..
indLrstrial nature. industrial feature, and industrial function for the Shr: -- .
infornration industries and those of Tokyo. We find that the Tokyo inforn..:
sectors lrave an information-oriented economy, and illustrate the e\teni :-i
information sectors play in the economy. Here, we put forward three propc-rs.: -

to fLrrther interpret why the economic structure and productive structur: :-:
different between Shanghai and Tokyo.

Proposition 1

ln a highly developed metropolis like Tokyo, the information industry is in:_'.
advanced stages where information sectors have the nature of creatir e: =,
originality, and leadership. ln an early development metropolis like Shanghai.-_-:
information industry is in early development stages where information S€crt'rr': ;-:
lacking in the areas as those of Tokyo.

Proposition 2

In the highly developed Tokyo metropolis, information industries are cl,_..
linked with non-inforrnation industries, and are easily affected by total produc: -
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The Tokyo production has a great amount of information demand. In the early
Jevelopment of the Shanghai metropolis, information industries are not closely
lrnked with non-information industries, and the demand for information is weak.

Proposition 3

In Tokyo, information and information services have become an indispensable
rrodnctive force. Information industries perform a strong function to its total
:roduction. In an early development metropolis such as Shanghai, information and
.rtbrmation services have not become a strong productive force, resulting in the
.npact of information industries on total production being weak.

In the following sections, we attempt to verify those propositions by using
Iput-output analysis.

5. VERIFYING PROPOSITION I

::rst. we use purchases and sales coefficients, and internal and external multipliers
:- rerify proposition l. Purchases and sales coefficients measure the direct impact
: the purchases and sales of intermediate goods of each sector. Purchases

: efficient, fC ,(i) and sales coefficient, SC,(7) are calculated as follows:

PC,(t)=
T"
/t"'t

xii
sc, (i )=

2,,,

:ere x,, is the quantity of goods r,vhich sector./purchases from sector i.

: t represents total pLrrchases of intennediate goods by sector.7, and

\- r represents total sales of intermediate goods by sector i

Based on the calculated results of purchases and sales coefficients of the
':- 'rrlation industries fbr Shanghai and Tokyo, lve know that tlie Shanghai
:.rrnatior.r industries purchase goods rnainly from the printing, chemical

:- Jucts, transportation of goods, building materials, trade, petroleum refining and
--:rnrunication facilities sectors. Most of those goods can be labeled as "hard"
: :Js. Those goods are relatively important for the development of the Shanghai
-:rrmation industries at present. The industries which directly and immediately

(l)

(2)
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affect the Tokyo information industries are mainly information serr i,<,
broadcasting and publishing, post and telecommurrication, advertising, bank.-.
and insurance, printing, public utilities, and so on. Most of those goods can :r
labelled as "soft" goods. Comparing the purchase coefficients of Shanghai a::
Tokyo, it is clear that the Shanghai information industries are under constructr;-
Hence, they purchase "hard" goods. However, the Tokyo information industr:.,
are engaging in information activities. Hence, they purchase "soft" goods
knorvledge, technology, information. data. Clearly, the Shanghai informat:- -

industries and the Tokyo information industries are at different stages. Due to 1: ,

"softness", Tokyo is similar to other developed regions, that is, the distinct:,-
betrveen the information industries and non-information industries "has becc::.
increasingly blurred" ([{owells I 987).

We see from the sales coefficients that the relatively important customers :. -

the Shanghai inforrnation industries are trade, machinery equipment, research a::
construction areas. In Tokyo, the main customers are public utilities, informar::-
services, trade, broadcasting and publishing, banking and insurance, advertisira
construction aud cornmunication facilities areas. By comparing sales coefficier,:.
we find that the direct impact of the Tokyo information industries is much broa;:-
than that of Shanghai.

In general, purchases and sales coefficients show that, the Tokyo informari -
industry is in a highly soft-oriented stage and the "soft" goods are impoftant fe-rr t:
developntent. But, the Shanghai information industry is in an industrial formar::-
stage and the "hard" goods are important for its development.

We use the concepts of internal and external multipliers (Miyazawa lQf :
Miller and Blair 1985) for fufther analysis and denote the information and n.--
infbrmation indr"rstries by usirrg the suffixes land 1/. Therefore, the basic IO ntoc=
can be decomposed as fbllows.

t-'

also.

I_A,,

t-

- An,

We denote 8,, =(l - A,,\-t the internal multiplier of information industrie,.

and ^Br, = (l - lr,.' )-' the internal multiplier of non-infonnation industries. Th:

internal multiplier means that the intersectoral feedback effects are formed throus:
its own productive activities within each sector. The intersectoral feedback fornre:

[] l^,,,,. ,i' ][].[;
['l
t o^.,l

A,, 
l

or^)I

(

t

(x
I

[",
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tiom the B, and Bn" can be expressed as four rectangular sub-multipliers:

B,(= A*8,,) B,(= B,,A,r) 4(: A,rBrr) and Tr(= BrrAr,).
These sub-multipliers show the coefficients of induced effects on products due

ie'r the input-output relation between information industries and non-inforrnation
industries. If we select 8", and I, as the base for these intersectoral multipliers,
',re could define the external multipliers l,of infonnation industries and the
:rternal multipliers Kof non-information industries, as follows:

t=(t_BrTr)-,
lnd

r =(t _TrBr)-'

The external multiplier means that the direct and indirect effects are formed
'-::rurugh the production of other sectors. Hence, we know that the total
::percussion effect on information industries and non-information industries, each

i3nerated by their multipliers, are expected to take the value LB,, and KB rr
'r-spectively. Based on the above notation, we can decompose the Leontief inverse
rlt-r the internal and external multipliers and the induced sub-multipliers as
j;llo\\S.

B:(t-A)-'
8,, + BrKB^,,r,8, :. B2KB,\

KB N' B1

Frrr analysis, we use the concept of the multiplier ratio as follows :

Multiplier ratio : !-lternal multiplier--'---r"-'--''- 
Externalmultiplier.

It is clear that if the multiplier ratio is greater than I for sector i, the production
' .e.tor I is rnainly derived from its own activities Conversely, the production of

':-trrr I is mainly derived from other sectors. The calculated results are presented
- Table'l (the non-information sectors are ornitted here).

.\s shown in Table 4, the multiplier ratios of the Shanghai information
-justries are all less than l, except for the broadcasting and publishing sector.
-,.s suggests that the repercussion effect from information activities inside the

'-=:rchai inforrnation sectors is weak. However, the rnultiplier ratios of rnost of
--: Toklo information industries are larger than 1, except for education, medical
.: j health care, and public services. This suggests that the repercussion effect
'--: inforrnation activities inside the Tokyo information sectors is strong. The
-:--r-ntation industries strongly "provide an internal service" (Howells, 1987).
-:--rnration production is mainly dependent on its own activities.

341

(5)
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Table 4. The Multiplier Ratio

Multiplier Ratio Multiplier Rat:

I ndustries Shanghai Tokyo Industries Shanghai Toi

l. Research

2. Education

3. Broadcasting &
Publishing

4. Medical&
Flealth Care

5. Banking &
I nsurance

0.81

0.70

1.30

0.42

0.94

I 06 6. Public Services 0.12

0.8s

N.S.*

N.S.*

N.S.*

l.i

1:

t:

0.87

1.94

0.69

r.33

7. Post &
Telecommunications

8. E,state Arbitration

9. Advertising

10. lnformation
Services

* N.S.: not in statistics.

Information activities exhibit creativeness, originality, and leadership. Th.
multiplier ratios testify that the Tokyo information industries have those feature.
to a large extent: the Shanghai inforrnation industries, however, do not apparenti'.
have the creativity, origirrality, and leadersltip features as those of Tokyo.

6. VERIFYING PROPOSIT'TON 2

Nolv. r.r'e use coefficients of induced production, and coefficients of the posc'
of dispersion and the sensitivity of dispersion to verifo proposition 2. The basic It

output equatiorr implies that total output is induced by final demand sales. Base:
on this, we can calculate the production induced by consumption. investmen:.
exporls. arrd shipnrelrl 1o regiorr.

l'he ratios of the induced production by one type of the final demand : .

aggregate final dernand of this type are called coefficients of induced productii-
for this final demand. Coefficients of the induced production tells us how mu;-
production is induced to be produced by one unit of final goods (Miyazawa, 199.

By these coefficients, we can judge the indLrced impact of the final deman:
towards production of each industry. Coefficients of the induced production :-
Shanghai and Tokl'o are repofted in Table 5.

Table 5. Coefficients of the Induced Production for Final Demand

Consumption Investment Exporl Shipnrent to R;: ' 'Coefllcient

Industrl Shanghai Toky'o Shanghai Tokyo Shanghai Tokyo Shanghai

Inforrnation
Non-
Information
Total

0.267 0.488

2.054 r.328

2.321 1.816

0.069 0.238

2.618 r.887

2.'.747 2.t25

0.413 0.075

t.'763 2.541

2.176 2.616

0.299

2.497

2.796

* Export from Shanghai/Tokyo to other regions in China/Japan
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Frorri Table 5, we see that, the difference of the coefficients between the
nformation industry arrd the non-information industry is large for Shanghai and
:elatively small for Tokyo. The difference in the coefficient of consumption for
ihanghai is 1.787 (2.054-0.26'7), but for Tokyo it is only 0.840 (1.328-0.488). The
:rfference in the coefficient of investment for Shanghai is 2.609 (2.678-0.069), but
''r Tokyo it is 1.649 (1.887-0.238). The difference in the coefficient of export for
.ranghai is 2.198 (2.491-0.299), but for Tokyo it is 1.350 (1.763-0.413). The
::l-terence in the coefficient of interregional shipment for Shanghai is 2.466
l.5ll-0.075), but for Tokyo it is 0.776 (1.374-0.598). These differences show
-lt. in a developed metropolis such as Tokyo, information goods and information

':nices are closely linked with total production; information industries and non-
:,Iormation industries interact with each other in the production system.
--rnsequently, the irrduced effect of a change in the final demand has repercussion

=:-:ects otl information industries and non-information industries alike. In
':.rttshai, it seems that the link of information activities rvith non-information
.-:irities in total production is not so close. When the induced inrpact of the final
::-:r.r&nd on the non-information industries is strong, the irrduced impact on the
-:..rmation industries is not simultarteously strong. This is due to tlre difference in

--- nature of the inforrnation industries in Shanghai ancl Tokyo.
For the Shanghai information industries, the coefficient of investment is very

--.all (0.069) cornpared with the coefficients of consumption (0.267) or export
199). But for the Tokyo information industries, the coefficient of investment
138) is large compared with the coefficient of consumption (0.488), export
- I I ). or shipment to regions (0.598). Investment is a process of capital

- :rrtation. Inforrnation investment makes "service experlise ntore widely and
- -l:klr available", information produciion has "of course, been affected
-riticantly by technological change, most obviously by high speed, large

-i:rcit)' infornration processing and communication technologies and new modes
.' :ranspoftation" (Wood, 1991). By comparing the coefficients of investrnent

- -l''\r'€n Shanghai and Tokyo, we find that as Tokyo is moving rapidly towards the
-:--rnration-oriented econonty, information investrnent is growing accordingly. As
: --sult. total investrxerlt lnav yield a significant alnount of information demand
.- j infbrmation production. In Slranghai, where it seems there is still a process of
- lustrialization taking place, there is a strong demand for investment in non-
-. -,rntation goods. Consequently, total investment has led to a significant level of
- :-infornration production.

F.-rr further analysis, we use coefficients of the pow,er of dispersion and the
:'sitiriW of dispersion lvhich use the Leontief inverse matrix Bwith elements
- ,Rasnrussen, 1956; Hazari, 1970).l'he coefficient of the porver of dispersion

iD) is calculated as follows:
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i=1,2,...,NcPDt:
'ioN?,,

'J'TT,,
if ('PD t < I , sector.l produces only weak output stimuli for the e Ctrr - -
however. if C:PDt>1, this would signal that sectorTdisperses abor,e-a',.-.-'

impulses to other sectors through its intermediate input requirements.
The coefficient of sensitivity of dispersion (CSD) is calculated as follou s

rN'trNa-"
CI'D, : , ,\-rv ,i,j=1,2.'...N

,], IIa,,1V t=t t=l

If CPD, < l, sector i has a rveak sensitivity; and if CPDI> 1, sector i -:, -

strong sensitivity'.
Taking the value of I as the criteriorl, we can use this approach to disri:._

scctors rvhiclr disperse strong or weak impulses and those which have srr --
weak sensitrvity' (Rasrnussen, 1956, Hazari, 1910). Based on the calculated :;.,
we regroup the Shanghai and the Tokyo information sectors as shown in Tab.. -

It can be seen from Table 6 that many of the Shanghai information ind-.:-,
are cltaracterized by both weak impulses and weak sensitivity. Those SCCtrir: '-:
research, education. public services, and post and telecommunication. Thc-ru-- --,
broadcasting and publishing, rnedical and health care sectors have strong im!_ .=

tlreir products are mainly final goods, not intermediate goods. So, it seems rl-,'-',
Shanghai irrfbrmation industries have loose ties with the other industries 3r.rt--:
lack both strong irnpulses and sensitivity to total production.

The information industries in Tokyo which have both strong impulse. .-:
strong sensitivity are broadcasting/ publishing and adverlising. We noti.-e :-.
these two sectors are also intermediate goods industries. Besides. res.=- - -

barrking/insurance and the information services industries have strong serrsi: . -
These sectors are easily affected by total production. As a result, it rvould ?rr,::'
tlrat the 'fokyo inforntatiott irrdustries are closer to the other industnes. .-:
contribute to growth of those sectors. They have strong impulses and sensi: . -
information appears very strong and active, "the great majority of industrie. .-.
linked r.vith other sectors throLrgh nonmaterial flows." lnformation "has h.,: 

"
profound effect, not only through the arrival of a wide variety of new producrs. - -
also in the changing nature of a very broad variety of existing producrs .-:
services, and indeed in many of the functions of most firms" (Lakshmana: .-:
Okumura, 1995).
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Table 6. Industrial Features by Coefficients of the Power of Dispersion and the

Sensitivity of Dispersion

Classification Shnehai Industries Tokyo Industries
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Strong Impulses with Strong
Sensitivity

,\ eak lmpulses with Strong
Sensitiviry

Strong lmpulses with Weak
Sensitivity

'\ eak lmpulses with Weak
Sensitivity

(5) Banking & Insurance

(3) Broadcasting &
Publishing

(4) Medical & Health Care

(l) Research
(2) Education
(6) Public Services
(7) Post &

Telecommunications

(3) Broadcasting &
Publishing

(9) Advertising

(l) Research
(5) Banking & Insurance
(10) Information Services

(2) Education
(4) Medical & Health Care
(6) Public Services
(7) Post &

Telecommunications
(8) Estate Arbitration

All analytical results from coefficients of induced production, and coefficients
:i the power of dispersions and the sensitivity of dispersion testified that, the
f .'rk) o information industries are closely with non-information industries,
:ntbrmation and information services are greatly demanded by total production in
Tt-rkvo; however, the Shanghai information industries are not closely linked with
:rrn-information industries, the demand for information and information services is

.ieak in Shanghai.

-. \'ERIFYING PROPOSITION 3

In this instance we use backward and forward linkages to verify Proposition 3.

fhe backward linkage is defined as the ratio of total intermediate inputs to total
:nput. The sector with a high backward linkage coefficient will have a low rate of
.alue added. Vice versa, the rate of value added is high for a sector with a low
:ackward linkage coefficient. The forward linkage is defined as the ratio of total
:termediate demand to total dernand. The sector with a high forward linkage

:tretficient rnay be labelled as an interrnediate goods industry. Vice versa, the

'ector with a low forward linkage coefficient may be called a final goods industry
Chenery and Watanabe, 1958). Based on the calculated results, we rearrange the

Shanghai information sectors and the Tokyo information sectors as shown in Table

It can be seen from Table 7 that the Shanghai information industries are all
:'inal goods industries, rvith the exception of banking and insurance. The Shanghai

.nformation industries such as research, education, broadcasting and publishing,

:ublic service. post and telecornmunications, have provided very few information
JLrods or services as input to the other industries. The Shanghai information
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Table 7. Industrial Features by Backward and Forward Linkages

Classification Shanghai Industries Tokyo Industr:;'
Intermediate Goods

Industries with High
lntermediate Input

Intermediate Goods
Industries with Low
Intermediate Input

Final Goods Industries with
Low Intermediate Input

Final Goods Industries with
High Intermediate Input

(5) Banking & Insurance

(l) Research
(2) Education
(6) Public Services
(7) Post &

Telecommunications

(3) Broadcasting &
Publishing

(4) Medical& Health Care

(3) Broadcasting &
Publishing

(9) Advertising
(10) Information Ser' ::,

(l) Research
(5) Banking & Insura:,:*
(7) Post &

Telecommunical:: --.

(8) Estate Arbitratior:

(2) Education
(4) Medical & HealtL - a-
(6) Public Services

industries do not perform a strong function towards total production. Amtrn: :r
Tokyo information industries, there are 7 sectors of intermediate goods indu':e,
and 3 sectors of final goods industries. The intermediate goods sectors rr:
research, broadcasting and publishing, banking and insurance, posr i.-ri
telecommunications, estate arbitration, advertising, and information S€F. -r:
Clearly, the majority of the Tokyo information industries provide their inform:: :"
goods and services to the other industries as a productive factor. The informa: :'
sectors basically are the intermediate goods industries which "act as a prr\.::-
(Amirahmadi and Wallace, 1995). The information industries are evolvine -'..
basic industries of economic development. The growth of the informa:,:r
industries "stimulates a major economic expanse and elevates each metropt '--:-

economy to a higher plateau of economic growth" (Goe, 1989); and "have cle":".
contributed to development of the flexible production system (Coffey and Ba: .,

1991). The Tokyo information industries perform an important function to the i:-:
production.

Backward and forward linkages are supported by Proposition 3: in';.r"'
Shanghai, information have not become a strong productive force. The informa:::-
industries, in their role as intermediate goods industries, are underdeveloped .-
Tokyo, knowledge, data, technology and information services have alrea:.
become an indispensable productive force, and have a significant impact on :-:
entire production in Tokyo.
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9. CONCLUSION

.: this study, we find the differerrt input-output structure between a developing
-::tropolis such as Shanghai and the highly developed Tokyo metropolis. Behind
:.-.e different input-output structure, u,e feel there exists a different nature, different
.-rtures. and different functions of information industries (three propositions).
:.'se propositions have been testified by using the IO analyses. These analyses

-.ie provided a general picture of the inpact of the information industries on the
- ::l production in Shanghai and Tokyo.

The Tokyo economy has low intermediate consumption and a high value added
-'::,. due to a high information input; but the Shanghai economy has high
-::rnrediate consumption and a low value added ratio because of a low
-:-.rntation input. The Tokyo inforrnation industries are in a highly soft-oriented
: ::e. e\hibit the features of strong creativeness, originality and leadership; but the
'-::chai inforntation industries are in an industrial formation stage and do not
I .:r':S suclt features.

iiie Tokro informatiorr sectors possess close ties rvith other sectors in the total
: - l -iJtlt)n. and cclntribute towards the growth promotion of other sectors.
- -, :ilation ltas become an indispensable factor towards production in Tokyo; but
-: :irrttshai inforrnation sectors have loose ties with other industries, and do not

- : ' : J strong effect on the total production in that information has not become a

--::lcant productive force. Tok1,o is rapidll' moving towards the information-
-:::ed econornv. lnvestment yields a high level of information demarrd and

-- I .Jtit)lr. Horvever, in Shanghai, investrneut leads to a significant level of non-
' - ::ration production.

l'':c'to the difference in the input structure, the production modes are totally
-'-::i--nt betrveen Shanghai and Tokyo. This difference is also the case in the

-.--:.rrL- of added value, per capita products and per capita income.
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